POLICE BELTS AND
POUCH SYSTEM 2020

POLICE EQUIPMENT BELT
-18
13-01643A01
SIZES
13-01643A01-010
13-01643A01-011
13-01643A01-012
13-01643A01-013
13-01643A01-014
13-01643A01-015

XS
Small
Medium
Large
XLarge
XXLarge

DIMENSIONS:
XS= 65-93 cm, S= 75-103 cm,
M= 85-113 cm, L= 95 -123 cm,
XL= 105-133 cm, XXL= 120-148 cm.

WEIGHT
450-500 g

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

An ergonomically designed belt to
improve your comfort when you carry a
heavy load.
Padded inner and semi rigid outer belt
construction.
Ergonomically shaped to fit around the
body with minimum pressure.
High friction inside to minimize the
pressure required to keep the belt up.
Padded inner belt for comfort.
Channel for cable ties.
The outer belt is reinforced with a semi
rigid plastic sheet so it will stay up when
loaded with a pistol holster.
The belt supports the load, does not
twist or sag and remains comfortable.
A three point security buckle prevents
unwanted opening.
Extra security strap over the buckle for
added safety. This strap also serves as a
glove holder
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POLICE EQUIPMENT BELT
-18
13-01643A01
*

The inner belt is shaped to be placed
around your body, not to be hanging
straight. This makes the belt more
comfortable as it has no wrinkles on the
inside.

*

The inside of the belt is made of a high
friction fabric that “glues” the belt to you.
This prevents the belt from moving on
your body and keeps it in place with
less pressure than you need with other
belts.

*

The belt is without seams on the inside
and padded with foam to be as
comfortable as possible. Outside the
foam, a one mm thick plastic sheet is
placed to keep the shape of the belt
and to prevent uneven pouches from
poking into your body, causing
discomfort.

*

In the front of the inner belt there is a
channel were you can place cable ties.

*

The outer belt is rigid to support the
weight of the pistol holster.
It can be adjusted in length in both
ends.
Velcro attaches the outer belt to the
inner belt.
The front of the outer belt is secured to
the inner belt with a band and press
buttons.

*
*
*

*

The buckle is a three point security
buckle that has to be pressed in three
places to be opened.

*

In the front of the belt a D-ring and a
security strap are placed.
When closed they give you added
security and they prevent the belt from
being accidentally opened.
Under the security strap you can place
your gloves.

*

*
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POLICE EQUIPMENT BELT
-18
13-01643A01

The belt comes in many sizes to
assure a proper fit.

The belt with the security strap
closed. The security strap is pushed
through the D-ring and then closes
in front of the buckle with Velcro.

You can place your gloves under
the security strap, giving you more
space on the belt for other gear.

The inner belt has friction fabric on
the inside, then foam, then hard
plastic, then fabric and finally hook
Velcro. The outer belt is made with
loop Velcro on the inside, then hard
plastic, and webbing on the outside.

In the front of the inner belt there
is an opening for the channel for
cable ties.

The outer belt can be used without
the inner belt, but it is less
comfortable than with the inner
belt.

The three point security buckle must
be closed correctly.
This picture shows the WRONG
way.

This is how the buckle should be
closed. The sides must be aligned.

The inner belt is pre shaped to fit
around your body. This design
makes the belt more comfortable
than a traditional non shaped belt
as the shaped belt will fit without
wrinkles on the inside of the belt.
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POLICE EQUIPMENT BELT
-18
13-01643A01

The pouches can be attach at
different heights. This pouch is
attached low.

Here the pouch is attached high

All our black pouches can be used
on the belt.

Velcro strap
A self-adhesive Velcro band comes
with the belt. Cut a piece of it to
attach on the beck of non snigel
pouches. This is important to do to
keep the inner and outer belts
together.

Attach the pad
Remove the protective tape and
secure the Velcro at the height of
the Velcro strap.

The self-adhesive Velcro tape
adheres well to the plastic and
leather, but may have difficulty
adhering to the synthetic bands.
Rub the surface with a fine
sandpaper. Then attach the
self-adhesive Velcro tape.

The Equipment belt harness -10 is
used to support the Police equipment belt.
It is attached with Velcro patches
between the outer and inner belt.

The Equipment belt harness -10 can
move some weight from your hips
to your shoulders.

On the Equipment belt harness -10
you can also attach the radio
microphone and secure the cable
for it.

9
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POLICE EQUIPMENT BELT
-18
13-01643A01

An adjuster that makes it easy to
adjust the size of the equipment belt
when changing from thick clothing
in the morning to thinner during the
day.
Also makes it easier to adjust when
sitting.

1. Disassemble the belt.
Open pressures dummies on the
right side.
Undo the flap on the right side.

2. Thread the adjuster on to
the outer belt.
Thread the adjuster on the strap on
the right side of the outer belt.

3. Attach the adjuster.
Fold back the strap and attach it to
the Velcro stripes on the outer and
inner belts.
Close the push buttons.

4. Put the buckle on the belt
adjuster band.

The buckle MUST be threaded
like this.

Normal adjustment.
Adjust the length of the strap on the
outer belt so the belt fits well with
minimal clothing when the adjuster
is fully tightened.
Now it is adjusted so it fits on a hot
summer day.

Adjusted for cold weather
The belt adjuster is pulled out to
make the belt longer.
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POLICE SUPPORT BELT
1.0
13-01691A01
SIZES
13-01691A01-010
13-01691A01-011
13-01691A01-012
13-01691A01-013
13-01691A01-014
13-01691A01-015

XS
Small
Medium
Large
XLarge
XXLarge

DIMENSIONS:
XS= 65-93 cm, S= 75-103 cm,
M= 85-113 cm, L= 95 -123 cm,
XL= 105-133 cm, XXL= 120-148 cm.

WEIGHT
250-300 g

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*
*

An extra thick padded and
ergonomically designed inner belt to
improve your comfort when you carry a
very heavy load.
Ergonomically shaped to fit around the
body with minimum pressure.
Mesh inside to minimize the pressure
required to keep the belt up.
Used together with the outer belt in the
police equipment belt -18.
Note: It is only the inner belt in the
product.
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POLICE SKELETON BELT
1.0
13-01811A01
SIZES
13-01811A01-010
13-01811A01-011
13-01811A01-012
13-01811A01-013
13-01811A01-014
13-01811A01-015

XS
Small
Medium
Large
XLarge
XXLarge

DIMENSIONS:
XS= 65-93 cm, S= 75-103 cm,
M= 85-113 cm, L= 95 -123 cm,
XL= 105-133 cm, XXL= 120-148 cm.

WEIGHT
200-250 g

F E AT U R E S
*

*

An airy and padded inner belt to
improve your comfort when you carry a
very heavy load, especially in hot
weather.
Used together with the outer belt in the
police equipment belt -18.
Note: It is only the inner belt in the
product.
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EQUIPMENT BELT HARNESS 15-00607
-10
WEIGHT
180 g

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*

*

A basic harness that will take some
pressure of your hips when used with
the equipment belt.
Adjustable in length in the back and
front.
Attaches to our police equipment belt
with Velcro patches. It will not block the
possibility to attach pouches.
One size, adjustable to fit all.
Note: The belt is not included.
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ELASTIC GLOVE HOLDER 20-00530
-05
DIMENSIONS
H=7 & D=2,5 cm.

WEIGHT
10 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*
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An elastic glove keeper to carry gloves
on the belt.
Fits most gloves.
Threads onto the equipment belt.
Velcro closure.
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GLOVE HOLDER
-05
20-00500-01
DIMENSIONS
H=9 W=2,5 cm.

WEIGHT
15 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*
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A simple glove keeper to carry gloves
on the belt
Fits most gloves
3 press button adjustment for different
sized gloves
Velcro attachment system makes it
possible to attach the keeper on any
equipment vest or belt
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COMBINATION GLOVE HOLDER
-09
20-00531-0101
DIMENSIONS:
9 x H=10 x D=2-4 cm.

WEIGHT
40 g

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

A versatile glove holder for two pairs of
surgical gloves or one pair of normal
gloves.
Two inside compartments for disposable
gloves.
Fits most gloves vertically or horizontally.
Vertical leaves more space for other
things on the belt.
There is exposed rubber on the inside
of the holder to prevent the gloves from
slipping out of the holder.
Velcro attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
It is attached on the belt with the Velcro
bands on the back of the pouch.
You can attach the holder without
removing the pouches from the belt.
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BASIC KEY HOLDER 20-00488
-05
DIMENSIONS
H=12, W=2,5 & D=2 cm.

WEIGHT
25 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

A band with a good and secure hook to
keep your keys at hand.
One hand open hook, to make it easy
to get the keys.
The hook is special, it is easy to open if
you have tried it, but if you are trying to
steal the keys are not used to the hook,
it is difficult to open.
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MODULAR KEY HOLDER 20-00494
-05
DIMENSIONS
H=12, W=2,5 & D=2 cm.

WEIGHT
30 g.

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

A band with a good and secure hook to
keep your keys at hand any where on
your belt or equipment vest
One hand open hook, to make it easy
to get the keys
Velcro attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt
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REGULAR KEY SILENCER 20-00560
-05
DIMENSIONS
H=13, W=7 & D=2 cm.

WEIGHT
45 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

Protects a bunch of keys and keeps
them from rattling
Press button closure for the key ring
(included)
Padded cover with Velcro closure
Velcro attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt
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LARGE KEY SILENCER 20-00561
-05
DIMENSIONS
H=14, W=8 & D=2 cm.

WEIGHT
50 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*
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Protects a large bunch of keys and
keeps them from rattling
Press button closure for the key ring
(included)
Padded cover with Velcro closure
Velcro attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt
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GP POUCH 2 21-00167
-12
COLOURS
21-00167-01-000
21-00167-09-000
21-00167-17-000
21-00167-56-000

Black
Grey
Olive
M.Cam

DIMENSIONS:
W=4 x H=12 x D=2 cm.

WEIGHT
350 g

F E AT U R E S
*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*
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The tight General purpose pouch to
store small items in.
The pouch is designed to be as light
weight and take as little space as
possible, while remaining strong enough
for military use.
Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the
contents secured, even when the flap is
open.
Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to
open, even with gloves on.
The flap can be pushed into the pouch
and secured with Velcro for easier
access to the thing you carry in the
pouch.
Velcro closed flap with pull tab.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
It has Velcro bands on the back that can
be opened, so it can be carried
horizontally on the trousers belt.
To carry it vertically you use the silent
and easy to use fold back system on
the back of the pouch. This system
makes it possible to attach the pouch
without removing other pouches from
the belt.
Fits inside: Pistol magazine, multi- tool,
flash light or other similar items.
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GP POUCH 2 LONG21-00493
-12
SIZES
21-00493-01-000
21-00493-09-000
21-00493-17-000
21-00493-56-000

Black
Grey
Olive
M.Cam

DIMENSIONS:
W=4 x H=15 x D=2 cm.

WEIGHT
40 g

F E AT U R E S
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
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An ergonomically designed belt to
improve your comfort when you carry a
heavy load.
The pouch is designed to be as light
weight and take as little space as
possible, while remaining strong enough
for military use.
Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the
contents secured, even when the flap is
open.
Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to
open, even with gloves on.
The flap can be pushed into the pouch
and secured with Velcro for easier
access to the thing you carry in the
pouch.
Velcro closed flap with pull tab.
It has Velcro open-able bands on the
back so it can be carried horizontally on
the trousers belt.
To carry it vertically you use the silent
and easy to use fold back system on
the back of the pouch. This system
makes it possible to attach the pouch
without removing other pouches from
the belt.
Fits inside: Long and narrow gear like
flashlights and other similar items.
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GP POUCH
3
21-00298
COLOURS
21-00298-01-000
21-00298-09-000
21-00298-17-000
21-00298-56-000

Black
Grey
Olive
M.Cam

DIMENSIONS:
W=4 x H=12 x D=4 cm.

WEIGHT
40 g

F E AT U R E S
*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*
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The tight General purpose pouch to
store small items in.
The pouch is designed to be as light
weight and take as little space as
possible, while remaining strong enough
for military use.
Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the
contents secured, even when the flap is
open.
Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to
open, even with gloves on.
The flap can be pushed into the pouch
and secured with Velcro for easier
access to the thing you carry in the
pouch.
Velcro closed flap with pull tab.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
It has Velcro bands on the back that can
be opened, so it can be carried
horizontally on the trousers belt.
To carry it vertically you use the silent
and easy to use fold back system on
the back of the pouch. This system
makes it possible to attach the pouch
without removing other pouches from
the belt.
Fits inside: Tear gas spray can, mobile
telephone, 40 mm grenade and other
similar items.
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GP POUCH 3 LONG 21-00168
-12
COLOURS
21-00168-01-000
21-00168-09-000
21-00168-17-000
21-00168-56-000

Black
Grey
Olive
M.Cam

DIMENSIONS:
W=4 x H=15 x D=4 cm.

WEIGHT
55 g

F E AT U R E S
*
*

*

*
*

*
*
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The long General purpose pouch which
is perfect for the CAT or similar items.
The pouch is designed to be as light
weight and take as little space as
possible, while remaining strong enough
for military use.
Elastic band, on the pouch to keep the
contents secured, even when the flap is
open.
Pull tab on the flap to make it easy to
open, even with gloves on.
The flap can be pushed into the pouch
and secured with Velcro for easier
access to the thing you carry in the
pouch.
Velcro closed flap with pull tab.
To carry it you use the silent and easy to
use fold back system on the back of the
pouch. This system makes it possible to
attach the pouch without removing
other pouches from the belt.
Fits inside: CAT tourniquet, tear gas
spray can, mobile telephone, 40 mm
grenade and other similar items.
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TOPLESS HANDCUFF POUCH 21-00495
-06
DIMENSIONS:
W=9 x H=19 x D=9 cm.

WEIGHT
40 g

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
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A simple handcuff holder that keeps the
handcuff easily available on your belt.
Fits all handcuffs.
Press button closure to secure the
handcuffs.
If you pull the handcuffs, the press
button opens up and the cuffs are ready
to use.
Velcro attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
This system makes it possible to attach
the pouch without removing other
pouches from the belt.
Velcro loop is sewn on the back of the
attachment bands to keep the inner and
outer belts together in our police
equipment belt.
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HANDCUFF POUCH 21-00485
-09
DIMENSIONS:
W=11 x H=12 x D=2,5 cm.

WEIGHT
50 g

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

Just a good handcuff pouch that keeps
the handcuff silent and secure.
Fits normal handcuffs.
Velcro tabs for fast closure of the flap.
Press button for added security.
Part of the flap is stiff, so it is easier and
faster to open it.
The pouch is padded to protect the
handcuffs.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
This system makes it possible to attach
the pouch without removing other
pouches from the belt.
Velcro loop is sewn on the back of the
attachment bands to keep the inner and
outer belts together in our police
equipment belt.
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RADIO POUCH
-15
21-00270-01-900
DIMENSIONS
H=15, W=7 & D=3,5 cm.

WEIGHT
80 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*

*
*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

The pouch for many different radios.
Low cut construction to leave the
speaker free.
Elastic string with Velcro closure to fit
most radios on the market.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
Attach the radio high or low on the belt.
This system makes it possible to attach
the pouch without removing other
pouches from the belt.
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TRAUMA POUCH 21-01166
-17
DIMENSIONS
H=17, W=13 & D=4 cm.

WEIGHT
60 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*

*

*
*
*

*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

A small, light weight, safe and flexible
pouch for your first aid kit
The pouch is closed with Velcro. To
open the pouch, pull the strap (can be
used with gloves).
You can attach the pouch on all our
carriers. It can be attached with the flap
up or down.
The pouch will not absorb water and
will not get heavier in rain
The eyelet in the bottom of the pouch
lets eventual water out
The press button attachment system
makes it possible to attach the pouch on
any equipment vest or belt.
Can be used together with 25-01167,
Trauma pouch insert -17 for optimal
storage and fast access to medical
equipment.

*

Fits in:
1 field dressings, 1 Tourniquet and 1
elastic bandage or personal equipment

*

Fits on:
Duty belt, leg platform, equipment vest
and on the trouser belt
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TRAUMA POUCH INSERT 25-01167
-17
DIMENSIONS
H=16, W=12 & D=4 cm.

WEIGHT
30 g.

F E AT U R E S
*

*

*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

This insert fits into the Trauma pouch
-17 and facilitates keeping all contents in
order.
Three 5cm wide elastic attachments,
one net pocket and two plastic sleeves
for e.g. trauma cards (TCCC) or
instructions.
By pulling the velcro strap the insert is
released and ready for use in one single
manoeuvre.

*

Fits in:
1 field dressings, 1 Tourniquet and 1
elastic bandage, 2x trauma procedure
cards.

*

Fits inside:
Trauma pouch -17
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CANISTER POUCH 21-01101
-15
DIMENSIONS
H=25, W=7 & D=7 cm.

WEIGHT
100 g.

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*

*
*

*
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A light weight pouch for your large spay
canister that keeps it secure, which is
easy to use and attach on the
equipment belt.
Velcro closed flap makes it possible to
fast and easy close the pouch.
Put the flap inside the pouch to make it
faster to grab the canister. The canister
is held in place by the elastic band on
the pouch.
The pouch will not absorb water, will
not rot or get soft in the rain.
The pouch can be securely attached to
a belt or a vest with the fold back
attachment system.
The pouch can be attached on the belt
without removing what is already on the
belt. Open the attachment bands on the
back of the pouch. Place the pouch on
the outer belt. Thread the attachment
band under the horizontal band on the
pouch and close the attachment bands.

*

Fits in:
Large spray cans

*

Fits on:
Duty belt, Leg Platform, Equipment Vest
and on the Trouser Belt
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ELASTIC POUCH21-01701A
1.0
SIZES
21-01701A01-556 Elastic pouch 5,56
21-01701A01-762 Elastic pouch 7,62

DIMENSIONS
556= H=15, W=7 & D=7 cm.
762= H=15, W=8 & D=7 cm.

WEIGHT
50 g.

F E AT U R E S
*

*

*

*

*

WWW.SNIGEL.SE

A low profile, safe and versatile elastic
pouch for all kinds of equipment that is
to be carried on a trouser belt or tightly
fit on an equipment vest.
Two outside compartments for pistol or
SMG magazines, OC spray or any other
smaller gear.
A full width inner compartment for a
radio, 7,62 or 5,56 mm magazine or
similar.
The pouch is made in an elastic fabric
to stay as flat as possible and keep the
content rattle free and secure.
Removable elastic security strap with
pull tab in the top.

*

Fits in: 5,56/7,62 magazines, radios,
Large mobile phones, cameras, SMG
magazines, folding knifes, pistol
magazines etc.

*

Fits on: Duty belt, Leg Platform,
Equipment Vest and on the Trouser Belt
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SMG MAGAZINE POUCH22-00452
-14
DIMENSIONS
H=23, W=5 & D=4 cm.

WEIGHT
100 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*

*
*
*
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Very fast access to your sub machine
gun magazine
Stores one magazine or telescopic
baton
Store the magazine with the top up, pull
it and insert it with one smooth
movement- It can't be done faster
Elastic band keeps the content secure
when the flap is open
Flap for added security when fast roping
or similar
Velcro Vertical/Horizontal attachment
system makes it possible to attach the
pouch on any equipment vest or belt.
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TELESCOPIC BATON HOLDER 20-00499
-08
DIMENSIONS
H=20, W=7 & D=5 cm.

WEIGHT
70 g.

F E AT U R E S
*

*
*
*
*

*
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This telescopic baton holster can be
attached to our equipment belt or
equipment vest vertically or horizontally.
It can also be carried concealed on your
trouser belt.
Fits most telescopic batons.
Large opening in the top to make it
easy to insert the baton after use.
Elastic loop to secure the baton.
The bottom has an opening so an
extended baton can be inserted. The
opening can be closed with a flap with
press button.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
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8X19 POUCH21-00349
-14
DIMENSIONS
H=19, W=8 & D=4 cm.

WEIGHT
100 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*
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A very small lightweight general purpose
pouch with a wide opening top zipper.
It opens on 3 sides for an easy access
to the contents of the pouch.
The zipper is semi stiffened to be easier
to open and close.
Three outside MOLLE bands for
attaching an additional pouch on the
outside. No Velcro on the MOLLE
bands.
Inside loops for securing the contents.
Bottom drain hole.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
This system makes it possible to attach
the pouch without removing other
pouches from the belt.
Fits inside: Radio, field dressing, small
binoculars or other similar sized items.
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12X19 POUCH21-00279
-16
DIMENSIONS
H=19, W=12 & D=8 cm.

WEIGHT
105 g.

F E AT U R E S
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
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A lightweight general purpose pouch
with a wide opening top zipper.
It opens on 3 sides for an easy access
to the contents of the pouch.
The zipper is semi stiffened to be easier
to open and close.
Outside MOLLE webbing on the front.
Loop Velcro patch on the front.
Bottom drain hole.
Fold back attachment system makes it
possible to attach the pouch on any
equipment vest or belt.
The pouch can also be attached
horizontally with the Velcro attachment
bands.
This system makes it possible to attach
the pouch without removing other
pouches from the belt.
Fits inside: medical kit, night vision
device, binocular, gloves or all the other
small things you need to carry.
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